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Abstract
We propose a business/cost model for long-period changes of customer demands in FTTx networks. We show how to exploit
this model in the formulation of a MIP optimization problem that, for a given sequence of customer demand vectors provides
(when solved to the optimality) the absolute benchmark. The model is relatively complicated and cannot be directly applied to
the optimization of real-world networks without a number of algorithmic tricks that are discussed in this paper. The presented
approach has been implemented and tested against an example network instance. Test results are given and discussed in the
paper.
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1 Introduction

Deployment of the FTTx optical access network (FTTx–
OAN) is a large business challenge that incurs considerable
capital and operational expenditures and thus it requires care-
ful planning using advanced optimizationmethods and tools.
The FTTx network design problemhas been intensively stud-
ied over the last two decades. Unfortunately majority of
published models regarding the considered issue lack some
important features which makes them impractical from the
industrial viewpoint, as they were usually proposed before
massive industrial experience in rolling-out was available. In
effect, a lot of assumptions adopted in those papers lead to
oversimplifications. For instance in [6], only one split with
fixed ratio is allowed. In [26,31], trenching is considered sep-
arately for each cable; thus, parallel cables cannot be buried
in one trench. Another example is [10], in which the split
ratio is fixed. On the other hand, some models are very com-
plex. For example in [22], even the cost and attenuation of
splices are considered. Unfortunately, such models can be
utilized for only relatively small use cases. In [9,17,18], neat
MIP models are presented and practically justified. Another
recent work is [1] covering the last access part of FTTH net-
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work; thus, not considering splitting and OLT costs. Still, the
detailed view of the fiber splicing problem presented in [1] is
definitely worth noting. Finally, a comprehensive summary
of MIP approaches to FTTH network design can be found in
[16].

Recently a number of heuristics have been introduced in
the field. An approach presented in [3] is based on clustering,
uses Tabu search, and has been enhanced with resiliency in
[2]. On the other hand, approach presented in [35] is based on
beam search [5], has been enhanced with uncertainty issues
in [32], and upgraded with the MIP polishing in [23]. This
last approach ofmixing theMIPmethodologywith heuristics
proved to be very efficient and has been recently used also in
[12].

A question how to optimally accommodate long-period
changes of customer demands in FTTx networks has also
attracted attention of researchers. Due to the long network
lifetime, the planing is a multi-step process—after the ini-
tial set-up—it is performed regularly on the period-by-period
basis. In every step, the future network evolution is decided,
taking into account the current state and the near-future
requirements, anticipated on the basis of historical data and
the assumed model of the customer arrival process. In [26],
the future growth of demand volumes was addressed. How-
ever, in their research, the whole deployment process was not
divided into phases. Similar assumption was adapted in [17]
in which a polyhedral model was used to express demand
volumes. On the other hand, in [33,34] multiperiod approach
to the deployment of FTTH networks was used. However,
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is was assumed that a network design is given and only its
exact execution is optimized and divided into phases.

Unfortunately, the quality of results the reported methods
provide is difficult to evaluate and to compare. The funda-
mental obstacles are the lack of a common cost model and an
optimal benchmark solution they could refer to. The original-
ity of our paper is that it identifies and aims at filling that gap.
It proposes business and cost models suitable for analysis
of multi-period network evolution and formulates the MIP
optimization problem to designate the most cost-effective
evolution pattern for a given sequence of demand vectors.
The models presented are general and can be exploited (still
are not restricted to) to formulation of both optimization
and decision problems. The presented optimization problem
cannot be directly exploited to plan future development of
FTTx network still, as it provides the benchmark solution,
it can assist such planning in the following ways. First, it
can help in a posteriori evaluation of design decisions made
by network operators during the analyzed period of time.
Second, it can be exploited in a priori analysis how the
considered deployment rules would behave w.r.t. different
customer arrival trajectories. Third, it can help in identifica-
tion of decisions and structural/procedural assumptions that
are of crucial value (or can be simply neglected) in the deci-
sion problem.

The approach presented in the paper has been imple-
mented and tested against a single example of real network
instance. Results of selected numerical experiments, which
illustrate how particular design decisions can influence the
optimal solution, are given and analyzed in the paper.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows an
introductory example. Section 3 introduces a model of FTTx
networks that provides necessary foundations for formu-
lation of the optimization problem. Section 4 considers
business environment of the FTTx network deployment,
shows a suitable business model then introduces and justifies
the cost model used in the optimization. Section 5 shows the
optimization problem formulation itself; goals and results of
selected numerical experiments are given and analyzed in
Sect. 6. Finally, Sect. 7 summarizes and concludes the paper.

2 Example case

To recognize a problemconsidered in this paper,we startwith
the example network presented in Fig. 1, originally intro-
duced in [34]. The network provides the FTTHaccess for two
Multi-Dwelling Units (MDU), of 90 flats each—MDUA (at
the top of the figure) and MDUB (at the bottom).We assume
that the utilized FTTx technology allows for the maximum
split of 1:64, and that the network has been designed in a
way that all potential clients can connect. By the design, the
Access Point (AP) dedicated to eachMDU can host one split-

Fig. 1 Example FTTH network

ter with 64 outputs (denoted by 1:64) and one splitter with
32 outputs (1:32).

Now we inspect a few example deployments correspond-
ing to various demand patterns. Generally, the deployment
follows the design still, to generate savings, only the nec-
essary equipment is installed. Thus, when the take-up rate
is equal to 1 (we refer to this situation as pattern PI ), all
the splitters, which have been located in the APs by the
design, should be deployed; additionally one two-output
splitter should be installed in the Distribution Point (DP)
to connect the 32-output splitters at the APs to a single OLT
port; obviously, three OLT ports are utilized, in total, at the
Central Office (CO). In the case when the take-up rate is
2
3 (pattern PI I ) only the 64-output splitters are needed and
two OLT ports should be utilized. Finally, with the take-up
rate equal to 1

3 (pattern PI I I ) only the 32-output splitters
(together with a two-output splitter in DP) and one OLT
port should be used.

We need to introduce some formalism to organize and
generalize further analysis. Observe that, under mentioned
assumptions, vector x = (x64A , x32A , x64B , x32B , x2C ) of binary
elements expressing presence/absence of 1:64 and 1:32 split-
ters in APA and APB access points and of 1:2 splitter in
DP distribution point, unambiguously distinguishes a com-
plete network configuration. As an example, vector x =
(1, 0, 0, 1, 1) denotes a network configuration with one 1:64
splitter in APA and one 1:32 splitter in APB (with its sup-
porting 1:2 splitter in DP). The set of all admissible network
configurations is denoted by X (notice that |X | = 16, because
x2C is fully determined by values of x32A and x32B configuration
components); each configuration x ∈ X is characterized by
the service capacity vector s(x) = (sA(x), sB(x)) represent-
ing the number of active ports provided in, respectively, APA
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Table 1 Configurations of the example network

x s(x) n(x)
x64A x32A x64B x32B x2C sA sB nH nD

x0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

x1 0 0 0 1 1 0 32 1 1

x2 0 0 1 0 0 0 64 1 1

x3 0 0 1 1 1 0 96 2 2

x4 0 1 0 0 1 32 0 1 1

x5 0 1 0 1 1 32 32 1 2

x6 0 1 1 0 1 32 64 2 2

x7 0 1 1 1 1 32 96 2 3

x8 1 0 0 0 0 64 0 1 1

x9 1 0 0 1 1 64 32 2 2

x10 1 0 1 0 0 64 64 2 2

x11 1 0 1 1 1 64 96 3 3

x12 1 1 0 0 1 96 0 2 2

x13 1 1 0 1 1 96 32 2 3

x14 1 1 1 0 1 96 64 3 3

x15 1 1 1 1 1 96 96 3 4

and APB access points1—and by the cost of its deployment
c(x) ∈ R+.

Let d = (dA, dB) denote a demand vector, i.e., the num-
ber of optical signals that the network must provide in,
respectively, APA and APB access points—thus demand
patterns PI , PI I , and PI I I can be represented by vectors
dI = (90, 90), dI I = (60, 60), and dI I I = (30, 30); set of
all considered demand vectors is designated by D. For each
subset of demand vectors D ⊆ D, we identify a set of com-
patible network configurations X(D) ⊆ X , which are able
to satisfy every demand vector of the subset, i.e., such that
s(x) � d, x ∈ X(d), d ∈ D. If set D is a singleton, i.e.,
D = {d}, we denote a set of its compatible configurations
by X(d).

Taking advantage of the introduced notions, in Table 1,
we characterize all admissible configurations of the example
network. Each configuration x ∈ X , is described in-there
in terms of a vector of installed splitters x , provided ser-
vice capacity s(x), and finally, the number of optical fibres
exploited in CO–DP and DP–AP relations—in order,
nH (x) and nD(x).

Observe, that service capacities of considered network
configurations split APA and APB components of demand
vectors into sequences of disjoint ranges; these are, respec-
tively, RA = {R0

A = 0, R1
A =1 . . . 32, R2

A =33 . . . 64, R3
A =

65 . . . 96} and RB = {R0
B = 0, R1

B = 1 . . . 32, R2
B =

33 . . . 64, R3
B = 65 . . . 96}. These sequences define a grid

1 For any pair of network configurations (x, y) ∈ X×X , such that
s(y) � s(x) holds, we say that configuration y dominates configuration
x .

Table 2 Demand ranges

R3
A 65–90 R30 R31 R32 R33

R2
A 33–64 R20 R21 R22 R23

R1
A 1–32 R10 R11 R12 R13

R0
A 0 R00 R01 R02 R03

0 1–32 33–64 65–90

R0
B R1

B R2
B R3

B

Table 3 Optimal compatible configurations

R3
A 65–90 (140) (170) (210) (240)

x12 x13 x14 x15

R2
A 33–64 (70) (140) (140) (210)

x8 x9 x10 x11

R1
A 1–32 (70) (100) (140) (170)

x4 x5 x6 x7

R0
A 0 (0) (70) (70) (140)

x0 x1 x2 x3

0 1–32 33–64 65–90

R0
B R1

B R2
B R3

B

of demand ranges R = RA × RB = {Rab : a ∈ 0 . . . 3, b ∈
0 . . . 3} that constitute a partition of set of demands D (see
Table 2). Notice that example demand vectors dI , dI I , and
dI I I fall, respectively, into ranges R33, R22, and R11. Obvi-
ously, every but R33 = (R3

A, R3
B) demand range in Table

2 has more than one compatible network configuration. To
pave a way for a selection of the most appropriate one, for
the sake of this example only, we introduce a simplistic cost
function cs(x), x ∈ X , that takes into account solely the
cost of deployed optical fibres, i.e., defined as:

cs(x) = nH (x)ζ H + nD(x)ζ D, x ∈ X . (1)

Constants ζ H and ζ D denote the cost of a single fibre in,
respectively, CO–DP and DP–AP relations; to facilitate
further analysis, values ζ H = 40 and ζ D = 30 are arbitrarily
assumed.2

Eventually, optimal compatible configurations of each
range (the optimal costs are written in parentheses) obtained
w.r.t. cost function (1) are shown in Table 3. Referring to the
example from the very begin of this section, we can conclude
that optimal compatible configurations for demand vectors
dI , dI I , and dI I I (and thus, for ranges R33, R22, and R11)
are, respectively, x15, x10, and x5.

The above conclusion holds true when an individual
demand vector is considered. In the reality however it is

2 Although being set arbitrarily, they reflect the proportion between
cost of CO–DP and DP–AP fibres, provided the CO–DP component
express also the cost of an OLT-card’s port used.
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hardly the case—we observe not just a single but a sequence
of demand vectors, each of them remaining present for a
certain periodof time.To copewith that issuewehave to com-
plement our formalismwith newelements.Wedistinguish set
T = {0, 1, . . . , T }, of time periods (period t = 0 denotes
time before the actual network deployment start with, by the
assumption, null demand vector and empty configuration—
we consider the green-field deployment), that—depending
on the dynamics of the market and policy of the operator—
may correspond to either weeks, months, years, and so on.
What is crucial, we assume that within a single period t ∈ T ,
neither a demand vector nor a selected compatible network
configuration changes. We represent a sequence of demand
vectors that spans over the considered set of time periods by
{dt }t∈T , the sequence of demand ranges respective demand
vectors fall into by {Rt }t∈T , and a sequence of network
configurations by {xt }t∈T . Any sequence of network con-
figurations {xt }t∈T , such that every element xt , t ∈ T , of
the sequence is compatible with the corresponding demand
vector dt (and thus, with demand range Rt ), is called com-
patible to the sequence of demand vectors {dt }t∈T (and to
the sequence of demand ranges {Rt }t∈T ). Additionally, we
introduce a set of period transitions J = {(k, t) : k ∈
T \ {T }, t ∈ T \ {0}, t = k + 1}, where each transition
j ∈ J , is an ordered pair (k, t) of two consecutive time
periods (distinguished as k = a( j) and t = z( j)). For
each transition j ∈ J , we call a vector r j = (r j

ins, r
j
ext :

r j
ins = xz( j) � xa( j), r

j
ext = xa( j) � xz( j)), the reconfigura-

tion vector, with installation component r j
ins and extraction

component r j
ext (symbol� denotes here the subtraction oper-

ation modified in such a way that for any (x, y) ∈ RN × RN ,

it gives vector x � y = (max(xi − yi , 0) : i ∈ 1 . . . N )
with every component non-negative). We do not restrict
reconfigurations—both r j

ins and r j
ext components can attain

any non-negative value, and thus, both equipment installation
and extraction are admissible in every transition. Finally, we
name vectors with null extraction and null both components
as, in order, pure incremental reconfigurations and empty
reconfigurations.

To designate the most cost-effective sequence of network
configurations compatible to a given sequence of demand
vectors one has to solve amulti-period optimization problem.
The problem consists of a set of configuration-related con-
straints, which enforce compatibility of the whole selected
sequence of configurations to the given sequence of demand
vectors, and of a set of reconfiguration-related constraints
and/or the objective function components, that aim at lim-
iting the amount of equipment that can be exchanged in
reconfigurations. Reconfiguration constraints and objective
function components enforce that the problem does not fall
into independently optimized pieces (what would lead to,

unacceptable from the practical point of view, reconfigura-
tion with the stub release—see, e.g., [25])

Notice that cost function (1) cannot be directly applied
for evaluation of multi-period network deployment. To do
so, one has to transform CAPEX expenditures related to
the resource deployment into per-period resource usage
OPEX-like expenditures; for the sake of this example—more
detailed discussion is presented in Sect. 4—we estimate this
per-period cost dividing the CAPEX by the number of peri-
ods T ; finally, the multi-period version of our simplistic cost
function takes the following form:

c̄s({xt }) =
∑

t∈T
(nH (xt )ζ̄

H + nD(xt )ζ̄
D)

+
∑

j∈J
C( j). (2)

The first line of expression (2) is very similar to cost func-
tion (1) and represents the cost of every configuration of the
sequence. It refers to constants nH (xt ) and nD(xt ) denoting
the number of utilized fibres (in CO–DP and DP–AP rela-
tions) in particular time periods and to constants ζ̄ H = 40

T
and ζ̄ D = 30

T representing the cost of a single-period usage
of a single CO–DP and DP–AP fibre, respectively. The sec-
ond line, of expression (2), is a novelty and expresses the cost
of every reconfiguration.

Returning to our example—if neither reconfiguration
cost (2) nor reconfiguration-related constrains are present,
sequence {x0, x5, x10, x15} is obviously optimal w.r.t. the
multi-period cost function. If the reconfiguration cost starts
doing matter, alternative sequences could be designated as,
e.g., {x0, x10, x10, x15} or even {x0, x15, x15, x15}, because
they contain, respectively, one and two empty reconfigura-
tions. Similar results can be obtained by enforcing that only
pure incremental reconfigurations are admissible, which will
exclude sequence {x0, x5, x10, x15}.

In our example, we assume that a sequence of demand
vectors is given what allows us to formulate an optimization
problem and to find the optimal sequence of network config-
urations. In the reality however, the deployment—after the
network initial set-up—is driven by as a sequence of deci-
sions problems; in every step, the future network evolution
is decided, taking into account the current state and the near-
future requirements (anticipated on the basis of historical
data and the assumed model of the customer arrival pro-
cess). Despite the differences, we are in the position that our
approach is valuable—first, it introduces business and cost
models suitable for multi-period analysis of FTTx network
deployment cost; second, it gives a benchmark solution that
can be used to evaluate the quality of methods applied in
practice; and third it provides an opportunity to evaluate the
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influence of particular design decisions or restrictions onto
cost and a trajectory of network evolution.

3 Networkmodel

In this section, we introduce a model for the FTTx Optical
Access Network (FTTx OAN) network, which we intend to
exploit to formulate both a business model and the multi-
period optimization problem. The model is complemented
with the definition of equipment catalog sets. The model
considers OANs built upon the GPON standardization, in
the architecture illustrated in Fig. 2 (we are in the posi-
tion that the model is directly applicable to either PON,
GPON, XGPON, and with minor modifications, also to
WDM-(TDM)PON—see, e.g., [28] for comparison of PON
technologies). According to the standardization (c.f. [19,21])
an FTTx OAN has a span from the service node interface
(SNI) to the user network interfaces (UNIs), i.e., between
the northbound interface of an OLT device and the south-
bound interface of an ONT. All ONTs connected to an FTTx
OAN are partitioned into groups (of up to 128 devices) each
one fed with an optical signal from a single port of an OLT
device. The structure that distributes the signal to every ONT
of the group is denoted (see Fig. 2) by optical distribution
network (ODN) and delimited by S/R and R/S reference
points.

Fig. 2 Considered FTTx network architecture (AP access point, CO
central office, CP customer premise, FP flexibility point, MDU multi
family unit,OAN optical access network,ODN optical distribution net-
work, OLT optical line termination, ONT optical network termination,
SFR single family residential, SNI service node interface, UNI user
network interface)

(a view on the signal layer)

la
ye

rs

fiber connections

nections

groups of collocated
splitters, bundles of

splitters, fiber con-

fibers and cables

ducts, manholes, ma-
sts

signal layer

fiber layer

infrastructure layer

bundle layer

Fig. 3 Layers of our FTTx network model

Taking into account a position expressed by our industrial
partners, we restrict our investigations to 3-tier ODNs that
admit insertion of up to three splitters on the way between an
OLT and an ONT. This can be considered as an extension of
the model commonly referred to in the literature (e.g., [8,28]
) that gives more flexibility in splitting paths by introducing
additional splitters at the CO sites (disabling this extension
is easy and would not influence our model). Locations where
particular splitters can be installed are (see Fig. 2) the Central
Office, dedicated distribution nodes (e.g., wells, street cabi-
nets or polemast boxes), and access nodes. Depending on the
predominant type of buildings in the deployment area—multi
dwelling units (MDU) or single-family residential (SFR)—
the access nodes are to be installed in customer premises or
in dedicated outdoor compartments.

According to [20], we split the model into a hierarchy
of layers. The splitting adheres to the client-server model
where, for each pair of neighbor layers (in Fig. 3), the upper
layer (the client) takes advantage of resources provided by
the lower one (the server). In this model, each individual
layer is described by means of a network of the layer specific
nodes and links, hereafter referred to as the layer network.

3.1 Infrastructure layer

The infrastructure layer of the FTTx–OAN network (see
Fig. 4) is the bottom layer of the model. It is characterized

sites

infrastructure paths

infrastructure links

non-site nodes

Fig. 4 Elements of infrastructure layer
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by FTTx–OAN infrastructure layer network GI = (N I ,LI )

with infrastructure nodes N I (circles in the figure) repre-
senting, e.g., in-building compartments, manholes, masts or
street cabinets, interconnected by infrastructure links LI ⊆
N I ×N I (edges connecting circle pairs) that stand for either
trenches or overhead lines.

Within infrastructure nodes N I we distinguish subset
N I S ⊆ N I , of infrastructure sites (solid line circles)
equipped to hold either active (OLT,ONT) or passive (optical
splitters) devices. Set of infrastructure sites N I S is further
partitioned into central sites N I SC (which is the singleton,
i.e. N I SC ≡ {nI SC }), distribution sites N I SD , and access
sites N I SA, hereafter referred to as classes of infrastructure
sites.

Let P I ⊆ 2L
I
, denote a set of paths in the infrastructure

layer and let i i pathNodes : PI ⇒ 2N
I×NI

designate a
function that returns a pair of end nodes of path p ∈ P I .
We distinguish a subset P I S ⊆ P I , of infrastructure paths,
hereafter referred to as infrastructure trails, having both their
end nodes in the set of infrastructure sites, i.e., t ∈ P I S ⇒
i i pathNodes(t) ∈ 2N

I S×N I S
.

3.2 Fibre layer

The fibre layer network (see Fig. 5) is modeled by graph
GF = (N F ,LF ) with set of fibre nodes N F (optical split-
ters) and set of fibre links LF (segments of a fibre enclosed
in cables).

Let PF ⊆ 2L
F

, designate a set of paths in the fibre layer,
hereafter referred to as fibre paths, where each represents a
continuous sequence of fibre links joint bymeans of splices or
switched in optical distribution frames (ODF). An infrastruc-
ture trail t ∈ P I S, can accommodate a group of fibre paths
distinguished by function i f f iber Paths : P I S ⇒ 2P

F
that

interconnects optical splitters installed in trail’s end infras-
tructure sites. Fibre paths are further split into trunk fibre

optical splice

fiber link

fiber path

cable segment

Fig. 5 Elements of fibre layer

Fig. 6 Elements of signal layer

paths PFT , which support trunk bundle links, and distribu-
tion fibre paths PFD supporting distribution bundle links.3

3.3 Signal layer

The FTTx–OAN signal layer network (see Fig. 6) plays the
crucial role in our network model and provides bidirectional
signal connections between ports of OLT and ONT devices,
i.e., between S/R and R/S reference points of the architec-
ture presented in Fig. 2. We characterize this layer network
using graph GS = (N S, LS) with set of nodes N S (repre-
sented by rounded rectangles in the figure) and set of links
LS , where signal node n ∈ N S , stands for an optical split-
ter and signal link l ∈ LS, represents exactly one fibre path
between a pair of connected splitters.

As alreadymentioned,we consider the architecture,where
each signal connection goes through exactly three signal
nodes (splitters),4 referred to—counting from the OLT’s
side—as central signal node, distribution signal node, and
access signal node; due to a splitter belonging to exactly one
FTTx-ODN network, this rule partitions setN S into, respec-
tively,N SC ,N SD , andN SA subsets referred to as classes of
signal nodes.

There are two distinguished classes of signal links: trunk
signal links LST ⊆ LS, between the central and distribu-
tion signal nodes and, distribution signal links LSD ⊆ LS,

between distribution and access signal nodes. These two
classes constitute the partition of set LS .

To facilitate further analysis of inter-layer dependencies,
we introduce function sisi te : N S → N I S that distinguishes
infrastructure site i ∈ N I S, that hosts signal node s ∈ N S

(exemplary layout of infrastructure nodes that could host pre-

3 To complete the description: afibre link l ∈ LF , is in turn a continuous
segment of an optical fibre that (together with other fibre segments)
resides within a single cable link. Finally, the optical cable link is a
continuous segment of optical cable deployed in an infrastructure path
consisting of one or more infrastructure links.
4 To support this assumption, we introduce an artificial null splitter
with 1:1 split ratio and zero attenuation.
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sented signal nodes is represented in Fig. 6 by grayed-out
polygons). The following cases are admissible:

– signal access node s ∈ N SA, can be located in an infras-
tructure site of any class, i.e., sisi te(s) ∈ N I S ,

– signal distribution node s ∈ N SD, can be located either
in one of distribution infrastructure sites or the central
infrastructure site, i.e., sisi te(s) ∈ N I SD ∪{nI SC },

– signal central node s ∈ N SC , can be located solely in the
central infrastructure node, i.e., sisi te(s) ≡ nI SC .

Weattribute each access signal node s ∈ N SA,with a number
hSts denoting the number of ONTs connected to the node at
R/S reference point, i.e., the signal demand of this node in
time period t ∈ T .

3.4 Bundle layer

As the signal layer model identifies every individual element
necessary to provide signal network connections between
OLT and ONT devices, its direct application would lead to
unacceptably large optimization problem instances; thus, we
decided to introduce the aggregated model, called the bundle
layer model, that considers bundles (groups) of signal nodes
and signal links instead of individual ones. The bundle layer
model is what we exploit in the remaining sections.

The considered bundle layer model (see Fig. 7) consists of
directed graphGB = (N B,LB)with set of bundle nodesN B

and set of bundle links LB . Graph GB constitutes a contrac-
tion of graph GS of the signal layer. Thus each bundle node
b ∈ N B, represents a subset of signal nodes (distinguished
by function bsnodes : N B→2N

S
) such that:

– all of them are located in the same infrastructure site, i.e.,
∃i ∈ N I S, ∀s ∈ bsnodes(b) ⇒ sisi te(s) = i ,

– all of them belong to the same class of the signal nodes,
i.e., ∀s ∈ bsnodes(b) exactly one of: s ∈ N SC , s ∈ N SD

or s ∈ N SA holds true.

We emphasize that the above assignment is exhaustive, i.e.,
within a single infrastructure site there is at most one bun-
dle node of each particular class. According to the latter
requirement, we introduce the partitioning of bundle nodes
N B into central bundle nodes N BC (which is a singleton,
i.e., N BC ≡ {nBC }), distribution bundle nodes N BD , and
access bundle nodesN BA, hereafter referred to as classes of
bundle nodes. Similarly to the signal layer case, each bun-
dle node of the access class b ∈ N BA representing subset
N SB = bsnodes(b) of access signal nodes, is attributed with
signal demand hBtb = ∑

s∈NSB hSts , i.e., its signal demand
in period t ∈ T , is equal to the sum of demands of these
signal nodes.

Bundle link l ∈ LB, represents in turn every signal link
connecting signal nodes aggregated to the end bundle nodes
of this bundle link (we use function bslinks : LB→2L

S
that

distinguish such set of signal links). Certainly, every signal
link aggregated into a bundle link belongs to the same signal
link class. Taking advantage of this observation, we partition
also bundle links LB into trunk bundle links LBT between
the central and a distribution bundle nodes and distribution
bundle linksLBD between a distribution and an access bundle
node. We refer to this partitioning as bundle link classes. We
assume that all fibre paths that support a given bundle link
use the same infrastructure trail.

3.5 Example of mapping between signal and bundle
layers

Figures 6 and 7 show configurations of signal and bundle
layers that are mutually compatible. The signal layer model
(see Fig. 6) comprises signal nodes and signal links of every
particular class. Nodes co-located within the same infras-
tructure sites are enclosed within gray polygons. The bundle
counterpart of this node is illustrated in Fig. 7. According to
rules set in Sect. 3.4, a bundle node in a given infrastructural
site aggregates every signal node of the same class located in
this site and, within an infrastructure site, there is at most one
bundle node of each particular class. Thus, in the example,
the following contraction rules are applied:

– for central bundle nodes:

– bsnodes(nBC ) = {nSC1 , nSC2 },
– for distribution bundle nodes:

– bsnodes(nBD
1 ) = {nSD1 , nSD2 , nSD3 },

– bsnodes(nSD2 ) = {nSD4 },
– for access bundle nodes:

– bsnodes(nBA
1 ) = {nSA1 },

– bsnodes(nBA
2 ) = {nSA2 , nSA3 },

– bsnodes(nBA
3 ) = {nSA4 },

Fig. 7 Elements of bundle layer
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– for trunk bundle links:

– bslinks(l BT1 ) = {l ST1 , l ST2 , l ST3 },
– bslinks(l BT2 ) = {l ST4 },

– for distribution bundle links:

– bslinks(l BD
1 ) = {l SD1 },

– bslinks(l BD
2 ) = {l SD2 , l SD3 },

– bslinks(l BD
3 ) = {l SD4 }.

3.6 Equipment catalog sets

This subsection completes the network model with catalog
sets defining types of equipment admissible for installation at
infrastructure sites and links. Every catalog set is denoted by
C with a lowercase upper index; the same lowercase index is
used for distinguishing properties of an instance of a particu-
lar type. Parameters common to every type, like cost (i.e., the
capital expenditure—CAPEX), period lease cost or capacity,
are denoted by lowercase letters c, ς , and η with appropriate
upper indices.

3.6.1 OLT cards

We assume that there is only one type of OLT cards; each
card of this type is characterized by its cost cC , number ηC

of ports it holds, and transmission signal power pC of its
ports.

3.6.2 OLT devices

We assume that there is only one type of OLT devices; each
OLTdevice of this type is characterized by its cost cO , weight
wO (i.e., the amount of OLT capacity η f o it requires in the
hosting site—see 3.6.5), maximum number ηO of OLT cards
it can hold.

3.6.3 Optical splitters

Set Cr identifies admissible types of optical splitters. Each
particular type of splitter r ∈ Cr , is characterized by its cost
cr , split ratio ηr , and attenuation ar a splitter introduces into
a signal network connection. Set Cr is complemented by an
artificial null splitter r1 with ηr

1 = 1, ar
1 = 0, and cr

1 = 0 .
The null splitter facilitates modeling by preserving structural
homogeneity of signal network connections.

3.6.4 Admissible splitter combinations

Set of admissible triples of splitter types C3r ⊆ Cr ×Cr ×Cr
identifies applicable splitting patterns. This allows for reduc-
tion of the number of considered splitting combination, and

thus, may lead to shortening of the computation time.5 To
facilitate the formulation, we additionally introduce set of
admissible splitter type pairs C2r ⊆ Cr × Cr ; certainly,
sets C3r and C2r must be consistent, i.e., C2r = {(r , s) :
∃(t, u, v) ∈ C3r , r = t, s = u}.

3.6.5 Sites

Each site type f ∈ C f , represents a possible site arrange-
ment, e.g., dedicated building, street cabinet, pole box, etc.; it
is characterized by its cost c f and two capacity parameters—
cabinet capacity η f e and OLT capacity η f o—that define the
maximum total weight of, respectively, cabinets and OLT
devices a site of the particular type can host.

3.6.6 Hardware cabinets

Equipment deployed within a site is installed in one or
more hardware cabinets (equipment racks). Each cabinet type
e ∈ Ce, is characterized by its weight we (i.e., the amount of
cabinet space η f e it consumes within a hosting site), cost ce,
and the maximum number of splitter ports ηe it can accom-
modate.

4 Business and cost model

This section introduces a cost model we use for analyzing
the multi-period FTTx network operation.

We consider the NP business entity (playing the network
provider role) that organizes and operates an access network
delivering the broadband access service to a set of customers.
Traditionally, the NP-entity would adhere to the vertically
integrated (or stovepipe) model where a single company
owns every element of the communication value-chain—
from the passive infrastructure, through network resources,
up to service delivery to individual customers. Nowadays,
this gradually ceases to be the case; the reason for this is
two-fold—there are business drives that force companies
to seek ways to share huge investment costs (see [29,30])
as well as the regulatory drives at either municipal, state
or international level (cf. [7,14,24]) that tend to enforce
open and fair access to the communication resources. What
we observe in the broadband access business is a shift
towards the infrastructure provider-service provider decou-
pling paradigm, being already applied for years in such
industries like the airline industry (where airport operators,
i.e., infrastructure providers, are separated from the air-

5 Introduction of this set is an outcome of discussions conducted with
our industrial partners. They are in the position that it is a common
trend to limit the number of patterns used in the network to preserve
homogeneity and to reduce operational costs.
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lines, i.e., service providers) or the railways industry (with
separated railway network operators and train operator com-
panies). The same paradigm, relatively recently, found its
application in communication network virtualization, where
many independent virtual networks are created on the basis of
resources (network slices) built from elements taken from the
shared infrastructure or data center virtualization, where the
data center operator provides (as the infrastructure provider)
IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) services for a large number
of customers.

In our model, we introduce two additional business enti-
ties that play the infrastructure provider role w.r.t. our NP.
First, according to [7], we identify the passive infrastructure
provider (PIP) entity that holds and sells access to infrastruc-
ture resources (duct space, optical cables, optical fibres, etc.).
Second, we introduce the equipment provider (EP) entity that
has in its disposal either passive (distribution frames, optical
splitters) and active (OLT devices and OLT cards) network
equipment and leases the equipment to the NP, on its demand
(the EP role has not be identified in [7]). We assume that
NP can change configuration of its network (either install or
extract resources and equipment) on period-to-period basis
to adapt to varying number of customers, paying for the
resources and equipment actually used. In our model, the
NP-entity pays also for transition between configurations of
consecutive periods—that comprises cost of site-surveys and
cost of the actual installation/extraction of equipment.

Observe that the business entities identified in the model
may represent organizational units/divisions of either differ-
ent companies or of a single company. The former case is
obvious, as this corresponds to ordinary market exchange of
products between autonomous companies. The latter case
corresponds to intra-company transfer of division’s prod-
ucts (see [4]); similar approach is commonly deployed by
many companies for the sake of accounting management
procedures that are to judge on economical efficiency of
their particular divisions. Observe that mixed cases are also
admissible—e.g., PIP-type division of company A can lease
infrastructure resources simultaneously to NP-division of the
same company and to NP-divisions of other companies.

This section is organized as follows. Section 4.1 intro-
duces business-oriented stratification of access network
resources. Section 4.2 formalizes business roles and identi-
fies a number business architectures, i.e., ways these roles can
be assigned to different business players. Section 4.3 shows
a draft of the depreciation approach necessary to account
CAPEX expenditures as OPEX expenses. Finally, Sect. 4.4
shows our cost model.

4.1 Business layers

From the business perspective, as illustrated in Fig. 8,
resources of the FTTx network are split into hierarchy of

business layers (c.f. [7,13,14]). The lowest passive infras-
tructure layer (corresponding to the infrastructure and fibre
layers of the model introduced in Sect. 3) comprises all
passive elements of the network including cable placehold-
ers of every kind (trenches, ducts, sewage systems, and
overhead lines), equipment placeholders (central officebuild-
ings, street cabinets, manholes, and pole masts), optical
cables, individual optical fibres (dark fibres), and finally,
individual wavelengths within a each fibre. The next active
network layer (corresponding to the signal and bundle lay-
ers of our network model—see Sect. 3) embraces hardware
(e.g., OLT devices, optical splitters, ONU/ONT devices) and
software components (IT tools) that connect and orches-
trate resources exposed by the passive network layer and
provides data transport (broadband IP or Ethernet access)
between SNI and UNI reference points. The retail service
layer consumes the wholesale transport service and provides
retail services offered to the end-users (these are common
triple-play services like broadband internet access, voice
communication, TV-broadcasting, and Video-on-Demand)
complemented with operator/location specific services (like
e-health, elderly care, video-conferencing, entertainment,
teleworking, e-gov, e-education, e-commerce, smart moni-
toring, internet of things, cloud computing, and so on—cf.
[14]). Finally, the end-user layer (not presented in the figure)
represents every subscriber of every kind—domestic users,
small companies (e.g., SOHO), large companies, and institu-
tional (government, municipal), police, fire guard, medical,
etc.

4.2 Business architectures

The layered architecture paves a way for identification of
roles played by business entities in the context of FTTx net-
works (see Fig. 8). These are:

– Passive Infrastructure Provider (PIP) that posses (a part
of) the passive infrastructure and provides (at the I–N
business boundary—see Fig. 8) one or more wholesale
clients with an access to this infrastructure,

– NetworkProvider (NP) that consumes infrastructural ele-
ments obtained from a set of PIPs, orchestrates them
to build and operate an active network, and provides
the wholesale transport service to communication clients
(3G/4Goperators, cable TVoperators, banks, large enter-
prises, the public sector, etc.—see [13]) as well as a set
of retail service providers,

– Retail Service Provider (SP) that consumes wholesale
data transport services obtained from a set of NP; pro-
vides retail services to individual subscribers.

In Fig. 8, two business reference points are also displayed,
i.e., points of the interaction between pairs of roles. Both
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Fig. 8 Business modes

infrastructure to network (I–N) point and network to service
(N–S) point are of the customer to provider type, where the
upper role buys products, either the resources or services,
exposed by the lower role.

Traditionally, every of these roles is played, in so called
vertically integrated (or stovepipe) model, by a single busi-
ness entity (the leftmost case in Fig. 8). Nowadays, this
gradually—as argued at the begining of this section—ceases
to be the case. Business entities cooperate in different con-
figurations and at various levels of the architecture; a couple
of distinguished common architectures—referred to, respec-
tively, as passive layer open model (PLOM), active layer
open model (ALOM), and 3-layer open model (3LOM)—
are illustrated in respective subsequent parts of Fig. 8.

Depending on the business architecture, a reference point
may become to be either internal or external when existing
between respectively roles played by the same or different
business entities. The external points (business interfaces)
represent the actual selling of products between compa-
nies. The internal points in turn can be used in management
accounting to identify and to value cost objects produced,
processed, and exchanged between parts of a single com-
pany.

4.3 PIP role cost accounting

We consider the PIP business entity playing the passive
infrastructure provider role that organizes and operates com-
munication infrastructure, which can support one or more
access networks. Without losing generality,6 we assume for
a while that the entity owns all the resources comprising
the infrastructure. The service the entity offers is leasing of
infrastructure resources for a number of consecutive time
periods. The price for the leasing is calculated as follows.
First, the entity estimates its per-period total cost of own-
ership (TCO) on the basis of known per-period OPEX
expenditures (related to salaries, insurance, energy consump-
tion, etc.) and per-period cost of resource deprecation (to

6 The PIP entity can rent a part of its infrastructure from a number of
other PIPs—e.g., duct space, optical cables, individual fibers installed
by energy and water distribution companies.

account CAPEX expenditures). Second, it allocates the TCO
cost to every resource is offers for lease, possibly adds its
profitmargin, and thus, receives the required per-period lease
prices.

To imagine how depreciation (sometimes referred to also
as amortization) can be computed consider set Ae of tan-
gible assets owned by the PIP entity. Each asset a ∈ Ae,

is attributed with capital expenditure (CAPEX), denoted by
c(a), a PIP-entity had to spend for its deployment (duct
preparation, cable rollout) or procurement (OLT, OLT card,
splitter, cable segment). Asset a ∈ Ae, has also defined the
useful lifetime l(a), expressed in the number of time periods
(as introduced in Sect. 2), optionally, the salvage value s(a)

that defines a price the asset can be sold for after its useful
lifetime has expired. The capital expenditure c(a) is con-
verted to in-period depreciation ζ t (a), t ∈ 1, 2, . . . , l(a), in
such a way that for each asset the following equation holds:

∑

t∈1,2,...,l(a)

ζ t (a) = c(a) − s(a), a ∈ Ae. (3)

In our experiments, we apply the linear deprecation model,
where depreciation in every time period t ∈ 1, 2, . . . , l(a) is
constant, i.e., ζ t (a) = ζ(a) and estimated with the formula
ζ(a) = c(a)−s(a)

l(a)
.

Let Pe, e ∈ E, denote a set of resources the PIP entity
offers for leasing. ThePIP-entity can apply a couple of known
methods, e.g., long run incremental cost (LRIC) or fully dis-
tributed cost approach (FDCA) [11] (also referred to as fully
allocated cost in [30]), to allocate the TCO cost to these
resources. In our investigations, we selected the most obvi-
ous FDCA method where costs allocated to every resource
sum up to exactly the total TCO. Depending on the business
context, e.g., resources are leased to divisions of the same
or different companies, the PIP-entity can add some profit
margin to the cost allocated to the leased resource to receive
its lease price (we denote this by ζ(p), p ∈ Pe ).

4.4 NP-role cost model

In this subsection, we introduce a cost model for the NP
role; the model is necessary to support the formulation of the
multiperiod optimization problem in Sect. 5.

Consider the architecture presented in Fig. 9 that comple-
ments the architecture introduced in Sect. 4.2with equipment
provider role (EP) and the associated E-N business reference
point. The raison d’etre of the NE role is to support a set of
(one or more) NPs with a possibility to lease the active (OLT,
OLT cards) or passive (optical splitters) equipment. Having
such a possibility, an NP role can install/extract the equip-
ment on period-to-period basis paying in each period for the
equipment actually installed in its network. The example jus-
tification of such model is the business entity that performs
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the NP role simultaneously against many FTTx networks—
the entity is free to move equipment (thus the equipment
related cost) from one network to another. Certainly, in this
example, the entity plays both NP and NE roles.

Finally, in our model, there are three reference points:

– I–N that represents interactions between the PIP and NP
roles; the infrastructure provider (PIP) grants there, on
period-to-period basis, the access to the space for installa-
tion of equipment in infrastructure sites (cf. Sect. 3.1) and
the access to fibre paths (see Sect. 3.2) between infras-
tructure sites,

– E–N that represents interactions between the EP and NP
roles; the equipment provider (EP) provides there, on
period-to-period basis, passive (optical splitters of dif-
ferent split ratio) and active (OLT devices, OLT cards)
equipment,

– N–S that represents interactions between the NP and SP
roles; the network provider (NP) provides there a set of
optical connections (between S/R and R/S interfaces) as
required by the SP role.

We consider costs associated with the NP role. According to
the model introduced in the previous sections, we identify
three categories of cost—we call them according to the busi-
ness interface they are presented at—I–N cost,E–N cost, and
NP cost (i.e., the cost generated by the NP role itself).7

4.4.1 E–N cost parameters

– one-period installation of an OLT device; the associated
one-period charge is denoted by ζ O ,

7 We do not consider NP’s income. This is due to the assumption that
NP is obliged to connect every customer that wants a connection in
every time period (we also assume that NP does not sell dark fibres or
optical signals at N–S business interface).

– one-period installation of an optical splitter; the asso-
ciated one-period charge depends on the splitter type
r ∈ Cr and is denoted by ζ r ,

– one-period installation of an OLT card; as we assumed
there is just one OLT card type, we denote the associated
charge by ζC .

4.4.2 I–N cost parameters

– one-period access to trunk fibre path pFT ∈ PFT , that
connects the central bundle node nBC (see Sect. 3.4) with
a distribution bundle node d ∈ N BD; the associated
one-period charge depends on the path and is denoted
by ζ FT

b , b ∈ N BD ,
– one-period access to distribution fibre path pFD ∈ PFD,

between distribution bundle node d ∈ N BD, and access
bundle node a ∈ N BA; the associated one-period charge
depends on the path and is denoted by ζ FD

a , a ∈ N BA,
– one-period access to one splitter port installation cabinet
space in either central, distribution or access bundle node
n ∈ N BC ∪ N BD ∪ N BA; the associated one period-
charge depends on node, it is denoted by ζ R

n , n ∈ N B ;
installation of 1 : m splitter costs (m + 1) ∗ ζ R

n ,
– one-period installation of one OLT port at the central
infrastructure site; the associated one-period charge is
denoted by ζ O

port .

4.4.3 NP cost parameters

– Site survey cost,
– splitter installation/extraction cost,
– OLT installation/extraction cost,
– OLT card installation/extraction cost.

4.4.4 N–S cost parameters

– One period delivery of an optical signal to a specified
ONT device.

5 Optimization problem

Generally speaking we consider an optimization problem
that aims at minimizing the total expenditures of a busi-
ness entity playing the Network Provider (NP) role (see
Sect. 4.2) during the whole network lifetime. The formula-
tion exploits concepts and notions from themodel introduced
in Sect. 3, especially, the bundle layer model from Sect. 3.4.
The presented approach takes its roots from the formulation
of a single-period design problem introduced in [23] that
enhances optimization platform presented in [35].
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5.1 Global formulation

Consider a single time period t ∈ T , (see Sect. 2). Let
xatw ∈Z+, denote an integer variable specifying the num-
ber of optical splitters of type w ∈ Cr , installed in access
bundle node a ∈ N BA, that in time period t must be fed
(through splitters of distribution and central bundle nodes)
with an optical signal from any OLT port. Such connected
splitters we hereafter call real splitters. Complementarily, let
x̂atw ∈ Z+, denote a similar integer variable specifying the
number of splitters that are installed in time period t , but not
necessarily connected in this period to OLT ports—we refer
to them as virtual splitters.8 Continuing with the same nam-
ing scheme, we introduce pairs (xdts, x̂dts) and (xCtr , x̂Ctr )

of integer variables representing, respectively, the number of
real and virtual splitters of type s ∈ Cr , installed at period
t ∈ T , in every distribution bundle node d ∈ N BD, and the
number of real and virtual splitters of type r ∈ Cr , installed
at period t ∈ T , in the central bundle node nBC . Finally, let
yCt and zCt denote, in order, a variable representing the num-
ber of OLT cards and the number of OLT devices installed at
period t .

Taking advantage of these variables, for each time period
t ∈ T , we introduce the following vectors describing equip-
ment remaining installed in the network during this time
period:

xAt = (xatw : a ∈ N BA, w ∈ Cr ), (4a)

x̂At = (x̂atw : a ∈ N BA, w ∈ Cr ), (4b)

xDt = (xdts : d ∈ N BD, s ∈ Cr ), (4c)

x̂Dt = (x̂dts : d ∈ N BD, s ∈ Cr ), (4d)

xCt = (xCtr : r ∈ Cr ), (4e)

x̂Ct = (x̂Ctr : r ∈ Cr ). (4f)

Then we introduce vector in the form (5) and refer to it as
the configuration of the FTTx–OAN network in time period
t ∈ T .

Xt = (xAt, x̂At, xDt, x̂Dt, xCt, x̂Ct, yCt , zCt ). (5)

Let X t denote the set of all configurations Xt that satisfy
every intra-period constraint of period t ∈ T (i.e., that are
compatible—see Sect. 2—with a demand vector dt ); here-
after we refer to this set as an intra-period feasible set of
period t (constraints defining this set are described in detail
in Sect. 5.2).

In the next step, consider a period transition j ∈ J ,

between periods k and t , i.e., j = (k, t) (J denotes a
set of period transitions—see Sect. 1). Pair of variables

8 Virtual splitters can be installed in reserve to minimize the number of
necessary site surveys and, as a result, operational costs of the NP.

(xajwins ∈ R+, x̂a jwext ∈ R+) counts the number of splitters
of type w ∈ Cr , which need to be installed/extracted from
access bundle node a ∈ N BA, at the transition j ∈ J ; thus,
expressions xajwins = max( 0, xatw + x̂atw − xakw − x̂akw)

and xajwext = max( 0, xakw + x̂akw − xatw − x̂atw) hold
true. In the similar way, we introduce pairs (xd jsins , xd jsext ), d ∈
N BD, s ∈ Cr and (xC jr

ins , xC jr
ext ), c = nBC , r ∈ Cr that rep-

resent, respectively, the number of splitters of type s ∈ Cr ,
installed/extracted from distribution bundle node d ∈ N BD,

and the number of splitters of type r ∈ Cr , installed/extracted
from the central bundle node N BC . Continuing, we apply
the same rule introducing pairs (yC j

ins, y
C j
ext ) and (zC j

ins, z
C j
ext )

to denote variables counting, respectively, OLT cards and
OLT devices that need to be installed\extracted at transition
j . Finally, we introduce variables baj ∈ {0, 1}, bd j ∈ {0, 1},
and bC j ∈ {0, 1} to indicate if a particular (either access
a ∈ N BA, distribution d ∈ N BD or central nBC ) bundle
node, requires site-survey at transition j ∈ J . The site sur-
vey is necessary if any change of the nodal equipment is
required in it (either installation or extraction). Having all
this defined, we introduce the following vectors:

xAjins = (xajwins : a ∈ N BA, w ∈ Cr ), (6a)

xAjext = (xajwext : a ∈ N BA, w ∈ Cr ), (6b)

xDj
ins = (xd jsins : d ∈ N BD, s ∈ Cr ), (6c)

xDj
ext = (xd jsext : d ∈ N BD, s ∈ Cr ), (6d)

xC j
ins = (xC jr

ins : r ∈ Cr ), (6e)

xC j
ext = (xC jr

ext : r ∈ Cr ), (6f)

bAj = (baj : a ∈ N BA), (6g)

bDj = (bd j : d ∈ N BD), (6h)

bC j = (bC j ). (6i)

For any period transition j ∈ J , we refer to vector (7) as the
reconfiguration between configurations Xk=a( j) to Xt=z( j).

H j = (xAjins, x
Aj
ext , x

Dj
ins, x

Dj
ext,x

C j
ins,x

C j
ext ,

yC j
ins, y

C j
ext , z

C j
ins, z

C j
ext ,b

Aj ,bDj ,bC j ). (7)

Then, we define set H j—we refer to it as inter-period
feasible set at transition j—containing every feasible recon-
figuration between these configurations (detailed description
of the set is presented in Sect. 5.4).

Now we can formulate the multi-period optimization
problem in the following way:

min F =
∑

t∈T
CE−N (Xt) +

∑

t∈T
C I−N (Xt ) (8a)

+
∑

j∈J
CNP (H j ) (8b)
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s.t.

Xt ∈ X t , t ∈ T \ {0}, (8c)

X0 = 0, (8d)

H j ∈ H j , j ∈ J . (8e)

Observe that optimizationproblem (8) has a special structure—
onecandistinguish the intra-period specificpart (we refer to it
as intra-period problem) defined by constraints (8c and 8d),
and the inter-period specific part (inter-period problem)—
constituted by constraint (8e). The intra-period part has the
associated objective function components representing the
E−N (see Sect. 4.4.1) and I−N (see Sect. 4.4.2) elements
of the NP role’s cost (8a). The inter-period part has only the
objective component (8b) associated with the NP cost com-
ponent (see Sect. 4.4.3). Constraints (8d) are just to indicate
that the green-field deployment is considered, as the initial
configuration X0 has no equipment installed.Althoughwedo
not exploit this special structure to reformulate the problem,
we use it to structuralize the problem description—feasible
intra-period polyhedron and the associated components of
the objective function are described in Sects. 5.2 and 5.3;
the same information related to the inter-period part can be
found in Sects. 5.4 and 5.5

5.2 Intra-period problem: feasible set

The feasible polyhedron X t (see Sect. 5.1) of a single time
period t ∈ T \{0}, is described bymeans of a number of con-
straints. To facilitate reading, we split these constraints into
groups related to particular levels of the network hierarchy—
central, distribution, and access. Taking into account the
amount of variables and parameters necessary to formulate
the problem we decided to introduce them in places when
they are used (each time we refer a variable introduced in the
preceding sections, we try to put a related cross-reference to
its definition).

Formulating the intra-period problem, we assume the fol-
lowing:

– there is exactly one central bundle node nBC ,
– access bundle node a ∈ N BA, is connected to exactly
one distribution bundle node b ∈ N BD; the assignment
is given as an input,

– all signal network connections that satisfy demand of
a given access bundle node b ∈ N BA, share the same
infrastructure trails,

– the physical length of every infrastructure trail is given;
thus, the distance from each access bundle node b ∈
N BA, to the head-end bundle node is also known,

– only symmetrical splitters with uniform splitting ratios
are admissible.

We start the description of constraints from the central node
nBC and continue downward the network hierarchy through
distribution nodes d ∈ N BD, down to access bundle nodes
a ∈ N BA.

5.2.1 Central site constraints

For the central bundle node nBC and each time period t ∈
T \ {0}, the following constraints must hold:

∑

d∈N BD

kdtr ≤ xCtrηr , r ∈ Cr , (9a)

∑

d∈N BD

k̂dtr ≤ x̂Ctrηr , r ∈ Cr , (9b)

∑

r∈Cr

xCtr ≤ yCtηC , (9c)

yCt ≤ zCtηO . (9d)

Variables kdtr ∈R+, and k̂dtr ∈R+, represent the number of
real/virtual trunk fibre paths leading from the central node to
every distribution node d ∈ N BD (see Sect. 3) connected in
nBC to ports of real/virtual splitters of type r ∈ Cr , that are
necessary to satisfy requirements (demand) of each distribu-
tion bundle node d ∈ N BC . Constraints (9a) and (9b) enforce
installation of real/virtual splitters in the number that is suf-
ficient w.r.t. a demand of every distribution node. Constraint
(9c) guarantees that there is sufficient number of OLT cards
to connect every real splitter (virtual splitters of nBC are not
considered as, by definition, they remain not connected—see
Sect. 5.1). Finally, constraint (9d) enforces that the capacity
of installed OLT devices is sufficient to accommodate the
required number of OLT cards.

5.2.2 Distribution site constraints

For each pair (d, t)∈ N BD × T \ {0}, distribution bundle
node d and time period t , the following constraints must
hold (notion c(d), d ∈ N Bd , denotes here a set of access
bundle nodes connected to distribution bundle node d):

∑

a∈c(d)

kdatrs ≤ ldtrsηs, (r , s) ∈ C2r , (10a)

∑

a∈c(d)

k̂datrs ≤ l̂dtrsηs, (r , s) ∈ C2r , (10b)

∑

r :(r ,s)∈C2r

l ≤ xdts, s ∈ Cr , (10c)

∑

r :(r ,s)∈C2r

ldtrs + l̂dtrs = (xdts+ x̂dts), s ∈ Cr , (10d)

∑

s:(r ,s)∈C2r

ldtrs ≤ kdtr , r ∈ Cr , (10e)
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∑

s:(r ,s)∈C2r

ldtrs + l̂dtrs ≤ (kdtr + k̂dtr ), r ∈ Cr . (10f)

Variables kdatrs ∈R+, and k̂datrs ∈R+, represent the number
of real/virtual distribution fibre paths (between access node
a ∈ N BA, and its superior distribution node d ∈ N BD : a ∈
c(d)) that in the central and distribution nodes are served by
splitters of respective types r ∈ Cr , and s ∈ Cr , (r , s) ∈ C2r .
Observe that these variables,which are as numerous as access
points of the considered network, are kept rational, not inte-
gral. Themaneuver facilitates resolution of the resultingMIP
problem. To preserve eventual integrity of the solution, we
introduce auxiliary—integer, still one order of magnitude-
less numerous—variables ldtrs ∈ Z+, and l̂dtrs ∈ Z+,

d ∈ N BD, t ∈ T , (r , s) ∈ C2r , which are to count
the number of trunk fibre paths being connected to a pair
(r , s) ∈ C2r , of splitters in the central and distribution bun-
dle nodes, respectively. Consistency between these two pairs
of variables, both in the real and the virtual case, is preserved
by constraints (10a) and (10b). Constraints (10c) and (10d)
guarantee that the sufficient numbers of real/virtual splitters
of each type s ∈ Cr , are installed in the distribution node
(remind that real distribution splitters must be connected to
real central splitters, while virtual distribution splitters can be
connected to either real or virtual central splitters). Finally,
constraints (10e) and (10f) are to enforce proper behavior of
kdtr and k̂ variables that, as we remember from Sect. 5.2.1,
drive the central node to install the sufficient number of OLT
cards and OLT devices.

To facilitate describing the objective function, we intro-
duce two auxiliary variables—xdt ∈ R+, d ∈ N BD, and
x̂dt ∈ R+, d ∈ N BD, that are to count the total number of
real/virtual splitters installed in the distribution node. These
variables are set to proper values thanks to the following
constraints:

xdt =
∑

s∈Cr

xdts, (11a)

x̂dt =
∑

s∈Cr

x̂dts . (11b)

5.2.3 Access constraints

For each pair of an access node and a time period (a, t) ∈
N BA × T \ {0}, the following constraints must hold:

hBta ≤
∑

w∈Cr

xatwηw, (12a)

xat =
∑

w∈Cr

xatw, (12b)

x̂at =
∑

w∈Cr

x̂atw, (12c)

xat ≤
∑

(r ,s)∈C2r

kdatrs, d :a∈c(d), (12d)

xat+ x̂at ≤
∑

(r ,s)∈C2r

(kdatrs+k̂datrs), d :a∈c(d), (12e)

xatw ≤
∑

(r ,s,w)∈C3r

kdatrs, d :a∈c(d), w∈Cr. (12f)

Constraint (12a) guarantees that in every access node n ∈
N BA, in every time period t ∈ T \ {0}, the number of
signal ports provided by real splitters satisfies the demand
for optical signals hBta (see Sect. 3.4). To facilitate reading,
constraints (12b) and (12c) introduce variables xat ∈ R+,

and x̂at ∈ R+, to count the total number of real/virtual split-
ters and enforce consistency of their values. Then constraints
(12d) and (12e) impose that the number of real splitters and
the total number of splitters (both real and virtual) are lower
than, respectively, the number of real distribution fibre paths
and the total number of distribution paths (again, real and
virtual). Finally, constraint (12f) imposes that the number of
distribution fibre paths,which according to the set of admissi-
ble splitter triples C3r can serve every splitter of typew ∈ Cr ,
is large enough to serve the installed splitters of this type.

5.3 Intra-period problem: state cost

The intra-period cost, see (8b) in formulation (8), depends
solely on the single stateXt and represents the cost of leasing
resources at E−N and I−N interfaces (see Sect. 4.2) in this
period. It is expressed by the following equations:

CE−N (Xt ) =
+ yCtζC + zCtζ O (13a)

+
∑

r∈Cr

xCtrζ r (13b)

+
∑

d∈N BD

∑

s∈Cr

xdtsζ s (13c)

+
∑

a∈N BA

∑

w∈Cr

xatwζw. (13d)

We split the component into two parts related, respectively,
to E−N and I−N business interfaces. First, at E−N interface,
between the network provider and the equipment provider
role (see Sect. 4.4), we consider costs of OLT devices and
OLTcards (13a) aswell as costs of optical splitters installed in
the central (13b), distribution (13c), and access (13d) nodes.

C I−N (Xt ) =
+

∑

r∈Cr

xCtr (ηr +1) ζ R
C (14a)

+
∑

r∈Cr

xCtrζ O
port (14b)
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+
∑

d∈N BD

∑

s∈Cr

xdts(ηs + 1) ζ R
d (14c)

+
∑

d∈N BD

∑

s∈Cr

xdtsζ FT
d (14d)

+
∑

a∈N BA

∑

w∈Cr

xatw(ηw + 1) ζ R
a (14e)

+
∑

a∈N BA

∑

w∈Cr

xatwζ FD
a . (14f)

Second, at I−N interface, between the network provider
and the passive infrastructure provider role, we cost the
exploitation (by installed splitters) of cabinet’s space at the
central (14a), distribution (14c), and access nodes (14e), as
well as exploitation of PIP’s communication infrastructure—
installation of OLT port (14b) and access to a trunk (14d) and
distribution (14f) fibre paths.

5.4 Inter-period problem: feasible set

This section is to describe polyhedrons H j , j ∈ J , (see
Sect. 5.1) that comprise admissible values for vectorsH j .We
emphasis that we consider a green-field design—we identi-
fied the initial period t = 0 with no equipment installed in
any node of the network—see constraint (8d). Similarly to
the intra-period problem, constraints are grouped according
to the level of the considered network they pertain to.

5.4.1 Central site constraints

For central bundle node nBC and each pair of consecutive
time periods j = (k, t) of transition j ∈ J , the following
constraints must hold:

xC jr
ins ≥ xCtr + x̂Ctr

− (xCkr + x̂Ckr ), r ∈ Cr , (15a)

xC jr
ext ≥ xCkr + x̂Ckr

− (xCtr + x̂Ctr ), r ∈ Cr , (15b)

yCt = yC j
ins − yC j

ext + yCk, (15c)

zCt = zC j
ins − zC j

ext + zCk, (15d)

MbCj ≥ yC j
ins + yC j

ext + zC j
ins + zC j

ext

+
∑

r∈Cr

(xC jr
ins + xC jr

ext ). (15e)

Constraints (15a) and (15b) enforce correct behavior of vari-
ables xC jr

ins and xC jr
ext counting, respectively, the number of

installed and extracted splitters of each type r ∈ Cr , (observe
that both real and virtual splitters are counted together).
Constraints (15c) and (15d) impose consistency between
numbers of OLT devices andOLT cards (represented by vari-
ables yCt and zCt ) and the number of OLT devices and OLT

cards installed and extracted in every time period. Finally,
constraint (15e) sets the site-survey flag for the central node
(the big-M constant used in-there is not explicitly exposed
in the problem sent to the solver—we use the notion of an
indicator constraint instead).

5.4.2 Distribution constraints

For each distribution bundle node d ∈ N BD, and each pair
of consecutive time periods j = (k, t) of transition j ∈ J ,

the following constraints must hold:

xd jsins ≥ xdts + x̂dts

− (xdks + x̂dks), s ∈ Cr , (16a)

xd jsext ≥ xdks + x̂dks

− (xdts + x̂dts), s ∈ Cr , (16b)

Mb jt ≥
∑

s∈Cr

(xd jsins + xd jsext ). (16c)

Constraints (16a) and (16b) enforce correct behavior of vari-
ables xd jsins and xd jsext counting, respectively, the number of
installed and extracted splitters of each type s ∈ Cr , (observe
that both real and virtual splitters are counted together).
Finally, constraint (16c) sets the site-survey flag for the distri-
bution node (as in the case of the central node, in the actual
problem sent to the solver, the indicator constraint is used
instead of the big-M constant).

5.4.3 Access constraints

For each access bundle node a ∈ N BA, each pair of con-
secutive time periods j = (k, t) of transition j ∈ J , the
following constraints must hold:

xajwins ≥ xatw + x̂atw

− (xakw + x̂akw), w ∈ Cr , (17a)

xajwext ≥ xakw + x̂akw

− (xatw + x̂atw), w ∈ Cr , (17b)

Mbaj ≥
∑

w∈Cr

(xajwins + xajwext ). (17c)

Constraints (17a) and (17b) enforce correct behavior of vari-
ables xajwins and xajwext counting, respectively, the number of
installed and extracted splitters of each typew ∈ Cr , (observe
that both real and virtual splitters are counted together).
Finally, constraint (17c) sets the site-surveyflag for the access
node (as in the case of the central and distribution nodes, in
the actual problem sent to the solver, the indicator constraint
is used instead of the big-M constant).
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5.5 Inter-period problem: transition cost

To facilitate description of the transition cost (8b) we intro-
duce the following symbols related to the particular cost
components. We emphasise that all these components are
discrete in opposition to lease cost identified in the intra-
period problem.

– cCint—cost of site-survey in central site nBC ,
– cDint—common cost of site-survey in every distribution
site d ∈ N I SD ,

– cAint—common cost of site-survey in every access site
a ∈ N I SA,

– cOins , c
O
ext—cost of OLT device installation/extraction,

– cCins , c
C
ext—cost of OLT-card installation/extraction,

– crins, c
r
ext , r ∈ Cr—cost of installation/extraction of split-

ter of type r ∈ Cr in every node.

Having the symbols defined, we can finally write the related
cost expression for every transition j ∈ J , as follows:

CNP (H j ) =
+ yC j

insc
C
ins + yC j

ext c
C
ext (18a)

+ zC j
insc

O
ins + zC j

ext c
O
ext (18b)

+
∑

r∈Cr

(xC jr
ins c

r
ins + xC jr

ext c
r
ext ) (18c)

+ bC j cCint (18d)

+
∑

d∈N BD

∑

s∈Cr

(xd jsins c
s
ins + xd jsext c

s
ext ) (18e)

+
∑

d∈N BD

bd j cDint (18f)

+
∑

a∈N BA

∑

w∈Cr

(xajwins cw
ins + xajwext c

w
ext ) (18g)

+
∑

a∈N BA

baj cAint . (18h)

Expressions (18a) and (18b) represent costs of installa-
tion/extraction of OLT devices and OLT cards. Remind that
in our research we assume only one type of devices and
cards. Expressions (18c), (18e), and (18g) represent cost
components related to installation/extraction of optical split-
ters of particular types in, respectively, central, distribution,
and access bundle nodes. Finally, expressions (18d), (18f),
and (18h) indicate costs of site-surveys for the central, dis-
tribution, and access bundle nodes.

6 Numerical experiments

In this section, we report results of our numerical experi-
ments aimed at proving the validity of our approach and the
correctness of our implementation. The section comprises
three parts—first, Sect. 6.1 describes howvalues of particular
parameters were estimated; second, in Sect. 6.2, we indicate
the way we managed the large sets of variables and con-
straints of the problem (see Sect. 5); and third, in Sect. 6.3, we
present and conclude results of the conducted experiments.

6.1 Setting parameter values

The formulation presented in Sect. 5 takes advantage on
numerousparameters related to the cost of particular resources
as well as to the customer demand (i.e., the time, location,
and the number of optical signals the network is expected to
provide). As these parameters can have the crucial impact on
the solution, their values must be set with the utmost consid-
eration.

In the reported experiments, we consider a single trajec-
tory of the customer arrival process. Information on the final
(observed in the sixteenth period) values of optical signal
demand in each access point we took from our previous
research devoted to one-step network deployment, see [23],
while the arrival times are modeled using a logistic function,
which is commonly used to model diffusion of innovations
[27]. The aggregated result of the estimation, i.e, the total
number of optical signal the network is expected to deliver
in particular time periods, is presented in Fig. 10.

The cost parameters define charges for one-period exploita-
tionof product resources exposed at the E−N and I−N business
interfaces (see Sect. 4) as well as OPEX expenditures carried
out by the NP role on the period-by-period basis. To estimate
one-period charges for the product resources offered at the
E−N business interface, i.e., OLT devices, OLT cards, and
optical splitters, we take advantage of price information from
the equipment catalog (see Sect. 3.6). Under the assumption
that the considered set of periods T covers the whole life-
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Fig. 10 Required number of optical signals (total demand)
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Fig. 11 Distribution of distribution fibre-path single-period charge

time of passive resources (and, its is twice as long as the
expected lifetime active ones), applying the linear deprecia-
tion model (see Sect. 4.3), zero salvage value, and neglecting
any other (like insurance, etc.) cost, we obtain an estimation
of one-period resource charge dividing the catalog price (the
procurement cost) of the resource by the number of time-
periods it is expected to last.

Estimation of one-period charges for product resources
offered at the I−N interface—i.e., trunk and distribution
fibre paths; cabinet space in central, distribution, and access
sites; allocation of a individual OLT ports—is more com-
plicated due to the fact that these resources are build on
the top of shared supporting infrastructure, and there is no
one-to-one relation between each of them and any individual
network element. To copewith this issue,we apply a two-step
approach—first, we estimate reasonable deployment costs of
individual network elements; second, we project these costs
onto product resources they support. To complete the first
step, we solve, with advantage of methods and tools elab-
orated in our previous research [23], an auxiliary problem
that aims at minimizing the total cost of one-step network
deployment. To estimate one-period charge for trunk and
distribution fibre paths, we take advantage of the assumption
that there is defined at most one infrastructure trail between a
pair of sites; the trail is then used for realization of every fibre
paths between bundle nodes located in these sites. Consider
an infrastructure link, e.g., duct or overhead line, l ∈ LI . A
solution of the auxiliary problem gives us the cost of prepa-
ration of this link, the number and types of optical cables that
are hosted in-there, and the number of active fibres they carry.
With this information, we can estimate a fraction of the link
cost associatedwith a single active fibre.Consider a set of dis-
tribution fibre paths that enter bundle node a ∈ N BA. Every
of these paths uses the same way to the same distribution
bundle node, hence every path accumulates a per-active-
fibre cost of every traversed infrastructure link. Finally, we
receive the one-period charge dividing the result cost by the
number of time periods in the considered network lifetime.
Figure 11 presents a distribution of distribution fibre one-
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Fig. 12 Distribution of distribution site port single-period charge

period charges; the x-axis is denominated in cost ranges,
while the y-axis shows a fraction of bundle nodes that are
exposed to fibre costs fitting to particular ranges (expressed
in parts per thousand). The one-period charges for trunk fibre
paths can be estimated in a similar way.

The one-period charge for space of sites, which host cen-
tral, distribution, and access bundle node, that can be used
to accommodate optical splitters is estimated in a similar
way. For each site n ∈ N I S, the solution of the auxiliary
optimization problem identifies its type f ∈ C f , (building,
in-building cabinet, street-cabinet, etc.), preparation cost c f

as well as cost ce and capacity ηe of every hardware rack
(cabinet) of type e ∈ Ce, installed in-there. In our cost-
projection scheme, we simply divide the total site-related
cost by the number of ports of splitters installed in its hosted
cabinets (and by the number of time periods in the considered
network lifetime) consequently receiving an estimation of
the single-period per-port charge (distribution of the single-
period distribution port charge, received for the considered
case, is presented in Fig. 12).

The only site where active equipment (OLT and OLT
cards) is installed is the central site nI SC ; presence of the
OLTdevice—requiringpower supplying, cooling, security—
generates additional OLT-specific costs that the PIP role has
to project onto product resources. To cope with this cost,
we introduce a product referred to as OLT port access that
expresses per-period cost of the OLT site preparation; it is
computed by dividing a cost of the central site preparation
by the number of active ports installed in the OLT device
according to the optimal solution of the auxiliary problem.

It has to be emphasized that the single-period optimiza-
tion problem takes at its input the same price-list as used for
costing products at the E−N business interface (equipment
and labor costs were taken from [1]) and thus, prices at the
E−N and I−N interfaces constitute a consistent costing
system.

Estimation of transition-related costs is more
complicated—its every component, i.e., site-survey cost and
equipment installation/extraction cost has to be set in con-
sistency with E−N /I−N system—as otherwise one of
the configuration-related and transition-related components
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might overweight results. Provided the price-lists expose
the real-world costs, it is relatively easy to estimate reason-
able cost of site-surveys (this is the way we did it for our
experiments). Estimation of the cost of equipment installa-
tion/extraction, as it reflects both cost of the related manual
intervention as well as complexity of operation to be done,
is vaguer. For our experiment, we set these parameters arbi-
trarily, with the assumption that installation/extraction incurs
constant (proportional to the catalogue price of the involved
equipment) and varying (proportional to the number of exter-
nal ports of the equipment) cost components.

6.2 Maneuvers and tricks

In our implementation,we exploit AMPLmodeling language
[15] with the CPLEX solver. Both input data and the optimal
solution are kept in Microsoft SQL database; catalog data is
stored in the Microsoft Excel files. The general scenario of
the computations is presented in Algorithm 1. First (steps 1
and 2), data describing physical and logical organization of
the network is read-in from the database and Excel files. In
step 3, we solve the auxiliary one-step deployment problem
that gives us an optimal solution and allows for estimation
of the cost parameter values (step 4). Then, in step 5, we
read (from the database) the trajectory of the customer arrival
process that describes number of optical signals the network
is required to provide in every particular access point in every
time period (preparation of these data is briefly described in
Sect. 6.1).

As considered problem instanceswere too large (in step 15
of the algorithm, the problem passed to Cplex contains about
240000 variables—4864 binary and 68802 integer—and
135000 constraints) to be approached directly—doing in that
waywewere not able to receive even root-node relaxations—
we adopted the following solution. First, in steps 6—9, we
solve, one-by-one, a set of auxiliary single-period problems.
A solution of each auxiliary problem P t , t ∈ T , is then
used to fix the t-period-related variables of the original prob-
lem P . Taking advantage of the assumption that demand of
each particular access point does not fall in consecutive time
periods, to speed up the computations, we solve the auxil-
iary problems (in the reverse order of elements of set T )
starting from the last one with the highest demand. Con-
sequently, an optimal solution of problem P t constitutes a
feasible solution of problemP t−1. This fact can be exploited
by the used MIP solver in the warm-start procedure. In step
10, we receive a feasible solution of the complete problem
P with variables fixed according to the solutions of the aux-
iliary problems; these restrictions are gradually (period by
period) removed in steps 11—14 (we observed that perform-
ing in this way, we receive faster progress than in the case all
the restrictions are removed simultaneously). In step 15, we
solve whole problem P with all the previously introduced

restrictions removed until optimality gap of 5% has been
reached (thanks to the described tricks, Cplex is able to per-
form the warm-start with known integer solution). Finally,
the received solution is written into the database and then
undergoes the final processing.

Algorithm 1 Problem resolution scheme
Time update
1: read network topology from database
2: read equipment catalogue
3: solve one-step auxiliary problem
4: set estimation of cost parameters
5: read trajectorty of customer arrival process
6: for t = T , T − 1, . . . , 1 do
7: solve single-period problem P t

8: fix variables of period t in problem P
9: end for
10: solve problem P with fixed variables
11: for t = T , T − 1, . . . , 1 do
12: unfix variables of period t
13: solve problem P
14: end for
15: solve then polish solution of problem P
16: write results into database
17: postprocess results; build csv files

6.3 Results of experiments

In our preliminary experiments, we considered one network
topology consisting of a single central bundle node, two
distribution bundle nodes, and 304 access bundle nodes;
the lifespan has been divided into sixteen time periods of
equal length. All the reported experiments were conducted
on Hewlett-Packard HP DL380 G9 server (Xeon 10C pro-
cessors) using AMPL and CPLEX 12.7 accessing up-to eight
logical processors and up-to 64 GBRAM.We present results
for three selected experiments—referred hereafter to as: CC
experiment, CTC experiment, and CC-PIR experiment—that
shared the same customer arrival trajectory differing in terms
of objective functions applied and/or presence of transition-
related constraints. Every experiment was terminated when
a 5% gap has been reached.

The CC experiment aims at minimizing solely configura-
tion costs (see Sect. 5.3) and permitting for arbitrarily large
reconfigurations between consecutive periods (see the stub
release approach in Sect. 1). This experiment is expected to
identify the lower bound for the sum of the configuration-
related costs. Next, the CTC experiment minimizes every
cost component, i.e., configuration (see Sect. 5.3) as well as
reconfiguration related (see Sect. 5.5), providing a reference
optimal solution that can be used to evaluate the quality of
results providedby simpler, thus computationallymore effec-
tive, approaches. Finally, the CC-PIR experiment, similarly
to the CC experiment, considers configuration-related costs,
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Table 4 Configuration cost optimization [CC part A]—raw result costs (optimality gap 0.05)

t h hi hvi cs csv csI csE ds dsv dsI dsE as asv asI asE o

1 247 303 0 5 3 280 0 187 0 1920 0 448 0 5170 0 6750

2 571 684 0 11 4 245 0 182 0 640 1325 897 0 7530 5265 6750

3 952 1070 0 17 5 245 0 340 0 1625 0 1345 0 9550 8560 6750

4 1279 1460 0 23 6 245 0 315 0 540 1325 1771 0 10445 10385 6750

5 1542 1763 0 28 4 105 0 319 0 280 365 2133 0 7940 6650 6750

6 1827 2045 0 32 6 210 0 435 0 1150 0 2522 0 9680 9735 6750

7 2220 2526 0 40 3 175 0 397 0 350 1325 3070 0 11075 9290 13500

8 2666 3046 0 48 3 280 0 434 0 420 0 3646 0 12520 11325 13500

9 3102 3558 0 56 4 315 0 542 0 1175 0 4274 0 13050 11395 13500

10 3464 3817 0 60 4 140 0 595 0 500 0 4677 0 12250 14220 13500

11 3788 4160 0 65 4 175 0 644 0 530 85 5179 0 9945 8750 20250

12 4113 4605 0 72 4 245 0 686 0 580 365 5694 0 12460 12475 20250

13 4466 4943 0 78 4 210 0 767 0 850 0 6140 0 11375 11830 20250

14 4855 5376 0 84 5 245 0 803 0 405 0 6652 0 10350 9135 20250

15 5249 5798 0 91 6 280 0 864 0 600 0 7148 0 10420 9840 20250

16 5531 6099 0 96 4 105 0 837 0 215 810 7461 0 10705 13905 20250

Table 5 Configuration cost optimization [CC part B]—raw result costs (optimality gap 0.05)

t oI oE oc ocI ocE cS dS aS df af op ccp dcp acp

1 2000 0 16500 200 0 300 1000 40600 913 21029 137 0 622 8142

2 0 0 33000 200 0 300 1000 39900 1712 23096 275 0 545 16546

3 0 0 49500 200 0 300 1000 46200 2510 31633 412 0 1076 26382

4 0 0 49500 0 0 300 1000 53900 3309 36701 412 0 978 35791

5 0 0 66000 200 0 300 1000 58800 3652 46279 549 0 981 42561

6 0 0 66000 0 0 300 1000 62300 4338 55634 549 0 1342 48543

7 2000 0 82500 200 0 300 1000 63000 4908 61929 686 0 1186 57240

8 0 0 99000 200 0 300 1000 67200 5709 69092 824 0 1279 67161

9 0 0 115500 200 0 300 1000 72800 6854 79213 961 0 1629 76814

10 0 0 132000 200 0 300 1000 74900 7197 91851 1098 0 1772 83400

11 2000 0 148500 200 0 300 1000 65100 7768 102271 1235 0 1905 91073

12 0 0 148500 0 0 300 1000 73500 8683 108059 1235 0 1980 99298

13 0 0 165000 200 0 300 1000 67200 9368 114749 1373 0 2232 106976

14 0 0 181500 200 0 300 1000 53900 10169 117551 1510 0 2318 115389

15 0 0 198000 200 0 300 1000 46900 11085 121702 1647 0 2465 123204

16 0 0 198000 0 0 300 1000 31500 11429 121930 1647 0 2374 129000

and lacks the transition related cost component; however the
scale of reconfigurations between consecutive periods is lim-
ited in this case by the assumption (enforced by additional
constraints) that only pure incremental reconfigurations are
admissible (see Sect. 1), i.e., that equipment, once installed,
cannot be extracted from the network.

Raw results of each of the three experiments are pre-
sented in a dedicated table pair—(Tables 4, 5), (Tables 6,
7) and (Tables 8, 9) for, respectively CC, CTC, and CC-
PIR experiments. The first table of a pair (denoted as part

A) contains a subset of columns which is complemented
by columns of the second table (part B). All these tables
have 16 rows—each row is associated with a single time-
period indicated in the first column, denoted by t . Columns
h, hi , and hvi represent: total demand (required number
of optical signals), total installed service capacity (number
of tributary ports of connected access splitters), and total
installed virtual service capacity (number of tributary ports
of installed virtual access splitters—seeSect. 5), respectively.
Next three column quadruples, i.e., (cs, csv, cs I , csE), (ds,
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Table 6 Configuration and transition cost optimization [CTC part A]—raw result costs (optimality gap 0.05)

t h hi hvi cs csv csI csE ds dsv dsI dsE as asv asI asE o

1 247 508 21 8 4 420 0 173 0 1760 0 751 41 7585 0 6750

2 571 1019 32 16 5 315 0 190 0 340 0 1298 46 6855 2100 6750

3 952 1528 19 24 4 245 0 230 0 460 0 1837 34 6965 2280 6750

4 1279 1782 12 28 5 175 0 345 0 1115 0 2185 25 3740 585 6750

5 1542 2045 10 32 6 175 0 376 12 415 0 2561 14 4090 585 6750

6 1827 2476 21 39 5 210 0 403 0 270 0 3043 34 6030 1245 13500

7 2220 3034 29 48 5 315 0 459 20 775 0 3707 43 7825 1805 13500

8 2666 3378 81 53 6 210 0 486 20 315 0 4161 107 6330 2055 13500

9 3102 3896 69 61 5 245 0 562 0 655 85 4814 98 7445 2005 13500

10 3464 4090 57 64 6 140 0 575 10 205 0 5115 77 3390 1070 13500

11 3788 4520 30 71 5 210 0 631 0 485 0 5630 54 6920 3280 20250

12 4113 4812 58 76 4 140 0 689 0 600 0 6003 96 5405 2075 20250

13 4466 5108 86 80 5 175 0 718 4 355 0 6358 137 5320 1790 20250

14 4855 5607 47 88 6 315 0 763 16 575 0 6934 76 6970 2970 20250

15 5249 5985 71 94 6 210 0 739 12 445 1325 7332 114 5700 2170 20250

16 5531 6102 8 96 5 35 0 746 4 0 0 7508 12 830 205 20250

Table 7 Configuration and transition cost optimization [CTC part B]—raw result costs (optimality gap 0.05)

t oI oE oc ocI ocE cS dS aS df af op ccp dcp acp

1 2000 0 16500 200 0 300 1000 40600 2019 19134 137 0 652 11648

2 0 0 33000 200 0 300 500 16100 3459 23062 275 0 728 23233

3 0 0 49500 200 0 300 1000 23100 4794 28591 412 0 845 33983

4 0 0 66000 200 0 300 1000 21700 5659 37250 549 0 1245 40568

5 0 0 66000 0 0 300 1000 25900 6343 46602 549 0 1334 45499

6 2000 0 82500 200 0 300 1000 23100 7427 55459 686 0 1448 54511

7 0 0 99000 200 0 300 1000 30100 8762 64421 824 0 1621 65164

8 0 0 115500 200 0 300 1000 30100 9591 72511 961 0 1713 72486

9 0 0 132000 200 0 300 1000 30100 11035 81195 1098 0 1991 83462

10 0 0 132000 0 0 300 1000 22400 11360 91236 1098 0 2026 87883

11 2000 0 148500 200 0 300 1000 32900 12694 100095 1235 0 2181 97708

12 0 0 165000 200 0 300 1000 26600 13379 108273 1373 0 2390 104175

13 0 0 165000 0 0 300 1000 25200 13884 114619 1373 0 2484 110343

14 0 0 181500 200 0 300 1000 23800 15292 119479 1510 0 2614 120996

15 0 0 198000 200 0 300 1000 18200 16411 121665 1647 0 2502 127192

16 0 0 198000 0 0 300 0 3500 16446 125616 1647 0 2523 130878

dsv, d I , dE), and (as, asv, as I , asE), expose: (i) total cost
of installed splitters, (ii) installed virtual splitters, (iii) instal-
lation of new splitters, (iv) extraction of installed splitter
in, respectively, central (c), distribution (d), and access (a)
sites. Next two column triples—(o, oI , oE) and (oc, ocI ,
ocE)—show: (i) cost of installed equipment, (ii) installation
cost, (iii) extraction cost associated with, respectively, OLT
devices and OLT cards. The three columns—cS, dS, and
aS—denote expenditures related to site survey to be exe-
cuted in, respectively, central, distribution, and access site.

Columns d f and a f show charges to be paid for exploita-
tion of trunk and distribution fibre paths, then column op
indicates charges for allocation of OLT ports. Finally, col-
umn triple (ocp, dcp, acp) shows costs associated with
occupied cabinet space in central, distribution, and access
sites.

Information presented in these tables, despite being
detailed and illustrative, does not directly show general
trends. To facilitate this, we prepared more synthetic Tables
10, 11, and 12 that present accumulated costs grouped into
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Table 8 Configuration cost optimization, pure incremental reconfigurations [CC-PIR part A]—raw result costs (optimality gap 0.05)

t h hi hvi cs csv csI csE ds dsv dsI dsE as asv asI asE o

1 247 1024 0 16 6 770 0 200 10 2270 0 1229 0 12375 0 6750

2 571 1249 24 20 4 70 0 206 0 125 125 1497 39 3040 0 6750

3 952 1534 24 24 6 210 0 250 4 450 0 1876 43 3715 0 6750

4 1279 2010 33 32 6 280 0 312 0 620 0 2470 61 6010 0 6750

5 1542 2265 15 36 4 70 0 330 4 190 0 2851 26 3510 0 13500

6 1827 2559 57 40 7 245 0 496 10 1705 0 3191 91 4285 0 13500

7 2220 3053 69 48 4 175 0 404 69 390 1325 3796 116 6335 0 13500

8 2666 3431 151 54 5 245 0 478 10 920 1325 4283 221 5910 0 13500

9 3102 3841 39 61 6 280 0 554 73 1360 0 4862 64 4185 0 13500

10 3464 4083 58 64 4 35 0 609 0 130 685 5191 96 3665 0 13500

11 3788 4501 71 71 4 245 0 693 10 885 0 5750 134 5975 0 20250

12 4113 4758 48 76 3 140 0 749 10 540 0 6160 95 3580 0 20250

13 4466 5053 80 80 2 105 0 781 0 205 0 6571 147 4605 0 20250

14 4855 5324 78 84 6 280 0 909 69 1920 0 6926 140 3620 0 20250

15 5249 5632 95 88 3 35 0 923 0 130 1325 7358 159 4595 0 20250

16 5531 5972 115 94 4 245 0 1002 0 685 0 7822 183 4960 0 20250

Table 9 Configuration cost optimization, pure incremental reconfigurations [CC-PIR part B]—raw result costs (optimality gap 0.05)

t oI oE oc ocI ocE cS dS aS df af op ccp dcp acp

1 2000 0 33000 400 0 300 1000 40600 3504 20070 275 0 751 24791

2 0 0 49500 200 0 300 500 11200 4032 23636 412 0 779 28948

3 0 0 49500 0 0 300 1000 17500 4848 30214 412 0 894 34385

4 0 0 66000 200 0 300 1000 23800 6303 39189 549 0 1103 45149

5 2000 0 82500 200 0 300 500 23800 6479 49751 686 0 1146 51538

6 0 0 82500 0 0 300 1000 18900 7615 57054 686 0 1819 57814

7 0 0 99000 200 0 300 1000 25900 8399 67562 824 0 1379 67194

8 0 0 115500 200 0 300 1000 26600 9567 76061 961 0 1672 75174

9 0 0 132000 200 0 300 1000 24500 10703 87592 1098 0 1902 83203

10 0 0 132000 0 0 300 1000 21700 11167 98671 1098 0 2080 88587

11 2000 0 148500 200 0 300 1000 34300 12015 111128 1235 0 2357 98373

12 0 0 165000 200 0 300 1000 24500 12831 122355 1373 0 2553 105304

13 0 0 165000 0 0 300 1000 26600 13471 129435 1373 0 2635 111922

14 0 0 181500 200 0 300 1000 18900 14575 135625 1510 0 3145 118456

15 0 0 181500 0 0 300 500 26600 14863 147356 1510 0 3185 125673

16 0 0 198000 200 0 300 1000 26600 15967 155592 1647 0 3425 132436

four categories. The first category, denoted as I–N, illustrates
total charge for infrastructure resources (trunk and distribu-
tion fibres; central, distribution. and access cabinet space;
central OLT port allocation) the NP role has to pay at the
I–N interface. Second category of costs, denoted as E–N,
describes accumulated charge the NP role pays at the E–
N interface for leasing passive (optical splitters) and active
(OLT devices and OLT cards) equipment. The third category,
denoted by H , indicates accumulated costs of configuration
transitions (installation/extraction of equipment and site sur-

veys). Finally, the fourth category shows the accumulated
total expenditures.

As we mention in the beginning of this section, we con-
sider results of theCTCexperiment as a reference solution for
the remaining two. Following this way, we prepared Figs. 13
and 14 that illustrate relations between results of, respec-
tively, the CC experiment and the CC-PIR experiments to
the reference solution. Each figure shows four curves that
refer to particular cost categories identified above; within
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Table 10 CC experiment—accumulated costs by category

Period I–N cost E–N cost H cost Total

1 30844 23445 51470 105759

2 73017 63841 107875 244733

3 135030 121349 175555 431934

4 212220 179289 253695 645203

5 306242 254161 329335 889737

6 416648 329516 413710 1159874

7 542598 428478 502425 1473501

8 686662 544533 595670 1826865

9 852133 677781 695905 2225819

10 1037451 828215 799415 2665081

11 1241703 1002355 887500 3131558

12 1460958 1177046 988425 3626429

13 1695656 1368839 1081390 4145885

14 1942593 1577622 1156925 4677140

15 2202696 1803485 1226465 5232646

16 2469076 2029820 1285005 5783901

Table 11 CTC experiment—accumulated costs by category

Period I–N cost E–N cost H cost Total

1 33591 23476 53865 110932

2 84347 64233 80575 229155

3 152972 122073 115125 390169

4 238243 197062 143940 579245

5 338571 272437 176405 787413

6 458102 371480 210760 1040342

7 598894 487597 253080 1339571

8 756156 620977 293590 1670723

9 934938 771364 335625 2041927

10 1128542 922409 364130 2415081

11 1342455 1097036 411425 2850916

12 1572045 1288780 447745 3308570

13 1814747 1480977 481885 3777609

14 2074638 1690034 518015 4282687

15 2344055 1916182 547565 4807802

16 2621165 2142627 552435 5316227

each category, series of data points are referring to points
returned by the CTC experiment.

Results illustrated in Figs. 13 and 14 lead to the following
conclusions. First, results of the CC experiment (see Fig. 13)
perfectly adhere to our expectations—the experiment gives
the best infrastructure cost (c.a. 90% of infrastructure cost
provided byCTC) and very costly reconfiguration (c.a. 230%
w.r.t. the same cost of the reference) what leads to the total
cost about 10% greater than in the reference case. Second,
analysis of the CC-PIR experiment (in Fig. 14) indicates that

Table 12 CC-PIR experiment—accumulated costs by category

Period I–N cost E–N cost H cost Total

1 49390 39981 59715 149086

2 107197 97730 75275 280201

3 177949 155804 98450 432203

4 270243 230841 130660 631744

5 379844 329711 161230 870785

6 504833 429206 187665 1121704

7 650190 545538 223290 1419019

8 813625 679101 259790 1752517

9 998123 829642 291615 2119380

10 1199727 980776 319130 2499633

11 1424835 1155629 364035 2944499

12 1669251 1347561 394295 3411107

13 1928086 1539981 427110 3895177

14 2201397 1749511 453330 4404238

15 2493984 1959360 486815 4940160

16 2803052 2186251 520805 5510108
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Fig. 13 CC experiment—quality of results w.r.t. CTC
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Fig. 14 CC-PIR experiment—quality of results w.r.t. CTC

the approach (no transition cost in the objective function,
solely pure incremental reconfiguration) can lead to surpris-
ingly good results. The real transition costs are generally at
the level 10% below this of the reference solution, infrastruc-
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ture costs (I–N and E–N categories) are a bit higher, still the
total cost, in the long term run, approaches the optimal (ref-
erence) one. This suggest that the CC-PIR approach could be
considered as a simpler, but still very attractive, alternative
for the reference approach.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we present results of our research on models
and methods for designation of optimal trajectory for the
multi-period evolution of FTTx networks. We propose busi-
ness and cost models suitable for analysis of multi-period
network evolution.We formulate theMIP optimization prob-
lem to designate the most cost-effective evolution pattern for
a given sequence of demand vectors. The presented approach
has been implemented and tested. Results of selected numer-
ical experiments that prove validity of the approach has been
given.

In our opinion, the approach presented in this paper is
interesting andworth further investigations. In the next steps,
we plan to increase computational efficiency of our imple-
mentation to shorten computation times, decrease achievable
optimality gaps, and increase the number of considered time
periods. Having this achieved, we will have the possibility to
analyze larger and more complex cases than these presented
in our numerical experiments. As we mention in Sect. 5, the
problem has a special structure, which seems to be a promis-
ing starting point for further activities.
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